APM Research Lab measures public impressions of Super Bowl LIII host city Atlanta

More than one-third of Americans say they are more likely to think of Atlanta as a good place to visit

ST. PAUL, Minn., Feb. 25, 2019 – The APM Research Lab has released its results of its 2019 Super Bowl Impressions survey, which seeks the American public’s impressions of this year’s Super Bowl host city, Atlanta. The survey was completed in the week following Super Bowl LIII, which was played Feb. 3 at Atlanta’s Mercedes-Benz Stadium.

Hosting the Super Bowl offers cities a unique opportunity to raise their national profile and impact both awareness and impressions among the American public. As shown in the results of the National Survey of Super Bowl Impressions 2019, more than 6 in 10 adults outside of Georgia could name either the city of Atlanta or the state of Georgia as the host locale for Super Bowl LIII.

Additionally, more than one-third of Americans indicated that Super Bowl media coverage improved their impression of Atlanta—at least in terms of whether they consider the city a good place to visit—seven percentage points above the share of Americans who indicated coverage made them less likely to visit.

Full results can be found here.

“Our primary aim was to discover whether the Super Bowl—and the whirlwind of media and events surrounding it—changes Americans’ impression of the host city,” said Andi Egbert, senior researcher at APM Research Lab. “In this case, Atlanta did see a net benefit as a desirable destination among Americans who don’t live in Georgia.”

The survey asked three primary questions:

- Can you tell me what city the Super Bowl was held in this year? If not, how about the state?
- As a result of media coverage of the Super Bowl, are you more or less likely to think of Atlanta as a good place to visit?
- What is the main reason you say that?

Key findings include:

- Among those under age 35, only 54 percent were aware of the game’s location. However, roughly 65 percent among those age 35-44, 45-54, or 65+ knew the game’s location, as did 75 percent of Americans 55-64, the most of any age group.
- Non-Hispanic Black Americans were most likely to report improved impressions of the host city following Super Bowl LIII, with 55 percent saying they were more likely to think of Atlanta as a good place to visit. This is significantly higher than the share of White non-Hispanic Americans (31 percent) who said so.
• Of those who were “more likely” to think of Atlanta as a good place to visit, 23 percent mentioned their own personal familiarity with the area, often through connections with family, friends, or work as reasons to see Atlanta as desirable destination for visiting (again). Another 20 percent of the “more likely” group named attractions offered in Atlanta as motivating reasons to visit, such as musical history, historical sites, food and aquarium.

This is the second year APM Research Lab has surveyed Americans’ impressions on the Super Bowl host city. The 2018 game was held in Minneapolis, and results from that survey can be found here.

The APM Research Lab is a member of the American Association for Public Opinion Research’s Transparency Initiative, committed to open and transparent reporting of survey methods and findings. Authored jointly by Craig Helmstetter and Andi Egbert of the APM Research Lab, this survey was funded through internal resources and was not conducted on behalf of or in conjunction with any other entity or initiative.

Expert alert: Andi Egbert, senior researcher at APM Research Lab, is available to discuss this survey and its findings. Contact Kelly Reller, kreller@americanpublicmedia.org, to schedule an interview.

The 2019 National Survey of Super Bowl Impressions was conducted as a part of a national omnibus survey conducted by SSRS of Glen Mills, Pennsylvania. The survey was conducted via telephone, 60 percent via cell phone and 40 percent landline, with 970 adult Americans living outside of Georgia on February 5-10, 2019. (Super Bowl LIII was held on February 3, 2019). The survey’s overall margin of error is +/-3.6 percentage points at the 95 percent confidence level.

Additional details about survey methodology can be found here.
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